Improvement of absorbing structures used in regional hyperthermia.
Local pain is a major limiting factor in regional hyperthermia treatment with radiative applicators. Absorbing structures, consisting of agar bound saline water, have been used successfully to reduce peripheral hot spots. However, both clinical experience and simulation results indicate a SAR elevation in the tissue under the edges of the absorber block. This paper investigates the effect of modification of shape, position and spatial composition of the absorber blocks on the central attenuating effect and the SAR elevating effect at the edges. A selection from a set of five options is made based on simulations with a phantom and a single ring dipole applicator. The simulations have been performed with the FDTD core of the regional hyperthermia treatment planning system. It is shown that tapering of the absorber edge and introduction of a water layer between the absorber and the skin can reduce the edge effect in the superficial fat layer by approximately 50% with respect to a rectangular absorber. A further reduction of 15% can be obtained by an absorber with an appropriate gradient of its conductivity in the direction of the dominant E-field. The modified absorbers produce a central attenuating effect comparable to the rectangular type. The use of a water layer type and a sigma gradient type absorber is also analysed in a patient anatomy, both in the dipole ring applicator, operating at 70 MHz, as well as in a three ring Cavity Slot (CS) applicator, operating at 150 MHz. The mutual influence of phase-amplitude steering and the application of absorbers is investigated in the CS applicator. It appears that absorbers have a significant influence on the interference pattern in the patient model, possibly causing substantial reduction of the SAR value in the tumour and limiting the possibility of ad hoc application of absorbers. Re-optimization can only partly cancel this effect. Local SAR reduction by phase-amplitude control alone can match or improve the effect obtained with modified absorbers.